
Morality 
Every time your character commits a sin against their Road or Path, they gain temporary Beast traits equal to the 
level of the sin.  This is cumulative – over the course of an evening, you might gain 2 Beast traits for one sin and 1 
Beast trait for a second sin.  In this case, you would have a total of 3 Beast traits. 

During a combat scene, or a sortie, we simplify things and instead only track the single most severe sin committed by 
each character during that sortie or combat scene. 

Please note that showing a lack of remorse, being a repeat offender, or even taking delight in the sin you have 
committed will increase the number of Beast traits and effective level of the sin by 1 or more, up 6. 

If you have committed a sin, you may attempt to feel remorse for the sin.  You make a degeneration challenge with 
the following test pool: 

Mental Attribute + Current Willpower vs 10 + the level of the sin 

If the Storyteller feels the actions triggering the degeneration challenge were justified due to circumstances particular 
to that character’s Road or Path, they may award a Wild Card bonus of up to 5 points, but this will be rare.  If the 
degeneration challenge succeeds, reduce the number of Beast traits gained by 1 point.  Please note that certain sins 
may be so egregious that no degeneration challenge is possible. 

If you spend an entire day sleeping, your Beast is lulled back into compliance and your Beast traits reduce to 0.  

Once you acquire 5 current Beast traits, you lose 1 Morality permanently.  Each additional 5 Beast traits claims an 
additional permanent point of Morality.  You can buy this lost Morality back with xp between games if you wish. 

Your Morality rating also provides an Aura Modifier, which applies as a Wild Card bonus (or penalty) to any 
relevant social interactions with Cainites, as well as to all social interactions with mortals.  It also affects 
challenges relating to situations where your Aura’s bearing might give an advantage or disadvantage.  Unless you have 
Morality of exactly 3, or have Obfuscate at a level equal to or higher than your Morality, you must wear a ribbon 
showing your aura type and strength.  If you conceal your aura, you do not get the bonuses, but do take any penalties. 


